ARTS, HUMANITIES & CULTURE

1) Radcliffe Institute Fellowship Program for Individual Applicants in Creative Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences
   • Deadline: September 13, 2018.
   • Amount: up to $80,000 stipend

Each of the more than 900 fellows who have been in residence at the Radcliffe Institute has pursued an independent project, but the collaborative experience unites all of them. Scholars, scientists, and artists work on individual projects, or in clusters, to generate new research, publications, art, and more.

Applications in all academic disciplines, professions, and creative arts are encouraged, and there are a few areas of special interest: Applications related to the broad theme of the human body, which is a one-year initiative across the programs of the Radcliffe Institute; Applications that involve the study of women, gender, and society, which is a commitment rooted in Radcliffe’s unique history; Applications that draw on the resources of the Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America, which is part of the Radcliffe Institute and one of the foremost archives on women’s history; Applications for the Mellon-Schlesinger Fellowship, part of the broader Long 19th Amendment Project funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

The Institute seeks to build a community of fellows that is diverse in every way.

Individual Applicants for the 2019–2020 Fellowship Year

Our online application for the 2019–2020 fellowship year is now available.

The deadline for individual applications in the creative arts, humanities, and social sciences is September 13, 2018.

Click links below to visit other featured Arts, Humanities & Culture opportunities:

2) Sultan Qaboos Cultural Cntr - Rsrch Fellowship Prog. - 9/16/18 | $51K
3) Notre Dame Inst. for Advanced Study - Intersection of Arts, Humanities, Sci. Fellows (9/17/18 | $60K)
4) Lewis Cntr for the Arts - 2019-20 Hodder Fellowship (9/18/18 | $82K stipend
5) ACLS - NY Pub. Lib. Fellows (9/26/18 | $40K - Assnt. Prof.; $50K - Assoc. Prof.; $70K - Full Prof.)
6) Mind & Life Inst. - Francisco J. Varela Interdisciplinary Rsrch Grants (9/28/18 | $20K)
7) Harvard Acad. for Int’l & Area Studies - Soc. Sci. & Foreign Countries (10/1/18 | up to $98K)
8) Stanford Humanities Cntr - Fellow for External Faculty (10/01/18 | up to $100K)
9) Soc. for the Humanities at Cornell - 2018-19 Fellow (10/1/18 | $52K)
10) Getty Fdn - Established Scholars Grant Prog. (10/1/18 | $65K)
12) Americana Fdn - Amer. Cultural Heritage Proj. (10/10/18 | $15K to $50K)
13) Carl & Marilyn Thoma Fdn - Spanish Colonial Art Fellow (10/15/18 | $120K/2 yrs - Post-doc; $45K - Pre-doc)
14) Nat’l Humanities Cntr - Resident Fellowship (10/17/18 | up to $65K)
15) Cntr for Craft, Creativity & Design - Projects & Exhibitions (10/19/18 | $15K)
16) ACLS Mellon Fdn - Scholars & Soc. Fellow (10/24/18 | $91K)
17) Japan Fdn - Performing Arts Proj. (10/31/18 | $30K)
1) **National Academy of Education Invites Applications for Dissertation Fellowships**

- **Deadline:** October 4, 2018
- **Amount:** $27,500

The National Academy of Education advances high-quality education research and its use in policy formation and practice. Founded in 1965, the academy comprises United States members and foreign associates who are elected on the basis of outstanding scholarship related to education. Since its establishment, NAEd has undertaken research studies that address pressing issues in education typically conducted by members and other scholars with relevant expertise.

As part of that mission, the NAEd/Spencer Dissertation Fellowship Program seeks to encourage a new generation of scholars from a wide range of disciplines and professional fields to undertake research relevant to the improvement of education. These $27,500 fellowships support individuals whose dissertations show potential for bringing fresh and constructive perspectives to the history, theory, analysis, or practice of formal or informal education anywhere in the world.

Although the dissertation topic must concern education, graduate study may be in any academic discipline or professional field. (Fellowships have been awarded to candidates in anthropology, architecture, art history, communications, economics, education, history, linguistics, literature, philosophy, political science, psychology, public health, religion, and sociology.)

In 2018, thirty-five fellows will receive fellowship stipends of $27,500 each to support completion of their dissertation. Funds must be expended within a time limit of up to two years and in accordance with the work plan provided by the candidate.

Applicants need not be citizens of the United States; however, they must be candidates for a doctoral degree at a graduate institution within the United States.

For complete program guidelines, information about an informational webinar, application instructions, and the site’s FAQ, see the National Academy of Education website.

**Click links below to visit other featured Children, Youth & Education opportunities:**

2) **Nat’l Academy of Ed. - Rsrch Fellow** (11/1/18 | $70K/2 yrs)
HEALTH & MEDICAL RESEARCH

1) Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Issues RFP for System and Services Research for a Culture of Health
   • **Deadline:** September 12, 2018 (Letters of Intent)
   • **Amount:** up to $250,000 over four years

    Systems for Action (S4A) is a national program of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation that aims to discover and apply new evidence about ways of aligning the delivery and financing systems for medical, social, and public health services that support a Culture of Health. S4A uses a wide research lens that includes and extends beyond medical care and public health systems to include other sectors that affect health and well-being, such as housing, transportation, social services, education, criminal and juvenile justice, and economic and community development.

    As part of this mission, RWJF has issued a Request for Proposals for research that supports new scientific evidence on ways to optimize delivery and financing systems in ways that improve health and reduce inequities.

    In 2018, the program will award up to six grants of up to $250,000 over four years.

    To be eligible, applicants must either be a public entity or a nonprofit organization that is tax-exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and be based in the United States or one of its territories. Awards will be made to organizations, not to individuals. Multi-organization consortia are encouraged to apply as long as a single eligible organization is designated as the primary applicant responsible for maintaining consortium agreements with other participating organizations.

    Letters of Intent for both categories must be received no later than September 12. Upon review, selected applicants will be invited to submit a full proposal by October 10, 2018.

    Click links below to visit other featured Health & Medical Research Opportunities:

2) Alzheimer’s Drug Discovery Fdn - Diagnosis Accelerator (9/14/18 - LOI | up to $500K or more)
3) SFARI - Winter 2019 Autism Pilot Awards (9/14/18 | up to $300K/2 yrs)
4) Amer. College of Surgeons - Resident Rsrch Scholarships (9/14/18 | $60K/2 yrs)
5) Baxter - Pharmaceutical Clinical Evidence (9/14/18)
6) Fredreich’s Ataxia Rsrch Alliance - Postdoc & General Rsrch (9/15/18 | $200K - Postdoc; $350K - General)
7) Amer. Philosophical Soc. - Daland Fellow in Clinical Investigation (9/15/18 | $80K/2 yrs)
8) Soc. of Thoracic Radiology - Rsrch & Ed. Fdn Seed Grant (9/15/18 | up to $20K)
9) Thoracic Surgery Fdn - Multiple Rsrch Grants & Fellowships (9/15/18 | various)
10) Sclerodema Fdn - New & Established Investigators (9/17/18 | $150K)
11) Amer. College of Cardiology - Rsrch & Career Dev. Awards (9/21/18 | up to $70K)
12) ASCO Fdn Conquer Cancer - Young Investigators, Career Dev. (9/25/18 | $50K - Y.I.; $200K - Career Dev.)
13) Hilda & Preston Davis Fdn - Eating Disorders - Sr. Postdoc Fellow (9/28/18 | $200K/2 yrs)
14) Amer. Acad. of Neurology - Multiple Awards for Career Dev., Med. Ed., Rsrch, etc. (10/1/18 | $65K to $450K)
15) Amer. Skin Assoc. - Scholars, Emerging Rsrch, Melanoma, Vitiligo/Pigment Cell Disorders (10/1/18 | $15K to $100K)
16) Cancer Rsrch. Inst. - Irvington Postdoc Fellowship (10/1/18 | up to $175K)
17) Burroughs Wellcome - Career Awards for Med. Scientists (10/1/18 | $700K)
18) Life Sci. Rsrch Fdn - Young Scientists (10/1/18 | $180K/3 yrs)
19) Amer. Soc. of Colon & Rectal Surgeons - Career Dev. Grants (10/1/18 | $75K)
20) Scoliosis Rsrch Soc. - New Investigator, Exploratory, & Standard Rsrch Grants (10/1/18 | up to $50K)
21) Soc. of Vascular Surgery - Mid-Career Surgeon Bridge Grant (10/1/18 | $50K)
22) BrightFocus Fdn - Alzheimer’s Disease Rsrch Prog. (10/2/18 | $300K/3 yrs)
23) Univ. of Pittsburgh Sch. of Med. - 2019 Dickson Prize in Med. (10/5/18 | $50K)
24) Nat’l Cntr for State Boards of Nursing - Cntr for Regulatory Excellence Grant Prog. (10/5/18 | up to $300K)
25) Amer. Roentgen Ray Soc. - Radiology Scholarship (10/8/18 | $140K)
26) Alzheimer’s Drug Delivery Fdn - Biomarker Studies (10/12/18 - LOI | up to $300K/2 yrs)
27) Amer. Heart Assoc. - Career Dev. Award (10/17/18 | $40K)
1) **Eppley Foundation Accepting Proposals for Pure or Applied Science In Chemistry, Physics and Biology Through Study, Research and Publication**

- **Deadline:** September 15, 2018

The Eppley Foundation supports advanced, novel, scientific research by PhDs or MDs with an established record of publication in their specialties. Candidates with newly awarded doctorates occasionally, but rarely, meet the Foundation's requirements for advanced research.

Any applicant to the Foundation must be associated with a nonprofit organization with headquarters or a branch office in the US to process the funds. Checks are not issued directly to individuals.

Grants may be awarded for research in foreign countries but only when such applicants are US-based or associated with a US institution that will administer the grant on their behalf. The Foundation rarely considers proposals from foreign nationals studying in the US solely because they are therefore unable to qualify for federal funds.

**LOIs and Proposals**

Letters of inquiry and grant proposals should be written in language clear to the layman. LOIs, not to exceed 1,000 words, should be received by September 15th or March 15th. Submissions in advance of those deadlines are encouraged. LOIs should specify the sum that will be requested. Invited grant proposals are considered during board meetings in December and June of each year. For invited proposals, due on October 15 or April 15, there is no page limit, but the proposal — as the LOI — is expected to be concise and incorporate clear statements of significance, objectives, novelty, methods, expectations of success, and why the researcher believes the work cannot reasonably expect federal support, or support from other conventional funding sources. There should also be a discussion of the broader ramifications of your work once it is completed.

Notification of a successful application usually follows within two weeks of board meetings. A true emergency may be considered outside this schedule.

**Click links below to visit other featured Science, Technology & Environment Opportunities:**

2) **Sony** - Faculty Innovation & Focused Rsrch Awards (9/15/18 | $150K - Focused Rsrch; $100K - Faculty Innovation)
3) **Sloan Fdn** - Rsrch Fellow (9/17/18 | $70K)
4) **Notre Dame Inst. for Advanced Study** - Intersection of Arts, Humanities & Sci. Resident Fellow (9/17/18 | $60K/2 yrs)
5) **Simons Fdn** - Fellow in Mathematics & Theoretical Physics (9/27/18 | up to $100K)
6) **Nat'l Acad. of Sci** - Coastal Community Resilience/Well-Being in Gulf of Mexico Region (9/19/18 - LOI | $10M)
7) **Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution** - Postdoc Scholar Prog. (9/20/18 | up to $60K)
8) **Acoustical Soc. of Amer.** - Frederick V. Hunt Postdoc Rsrch Acoustics Fellow (9/24/18 | up to $60K)
9) **Smithsonian Inst. & Conservation Int'l** - Land & Seascapes Conservation Postdoc Fellow (9/27/18 | $180K/2 yrs)
11) **Nat'l Geographic Soc.** - Conservation Tech, Human Origin, Big Cats, Reducing Pollution (10/3/18 | $30K to $100K)
12) **Radcliffe Inst.** - Natural Sci. & Math Fellow (10/5/18 | $39K)
13) **Nat'l Geographic Soc.** - AI for Earth (10/8/18 | up to $200K)
14) **Japan Soc. for the Promotion of Sci.** - Postdoc Natural Sci. Fellow for Rsrch in Japan - Short-term Prog. (10/5/18 | $45K)
15) **Volkswagen Fdn** - Fresh Scientific Approach to Life’s Basic Principles (10/9/18 | up to $1.73M)
16) **Facebook** - Fellowship Prog. & Emerging Scholar Awards (10/12/18 | $42K)
17) **X PRIZE Fdn** - ANA Avatar XPRIZE in Tech. Integration/ Acceleration (10/31/18 | $1M - Milestone; $8M - Grand Prize)
18) **Mohamed bin Zayed Species Conservation Fund** - Species Conservation (10/31/18 | $25K)
19) **McDonald’s & Starbucks** - Next Gen Cup Challenge (TBD | up to $1M)

1) Santander Bank, N.A. Charitable Contributions Program
   • Deadline: September 14, 2018
   • Amount: between $10,000 to $100,000

Our communities are stronger when we invest in each other. That's why the Santander Bank, N.A. Charitable Contributions Program makes donations to charitable organizations in the neighborhoods where our customers and colleagues live and work. We partner with programs that make a measurable difference in the lives of low- and moderate-income individuals and communities.

In addition to grant support, Santander volunteers can provide financial education, technical assistance, serve on Boards and assist with other organizational development needs.

Santander accepts grant applications from not-for-profit organizations operating programs that serve low-to-moderate income households within our three areas of focus:
   – Affordable Housing: Supporting a range of affordable housing programs from homelessness prevention to home ownership.
   – Financial Education: Promoting financial education with a focus on helping individuals with basic banking and budgeting, and the transition into the workforce or to college.
   – Economic Development and Neighborhood Revitalization: Providing assistance to small businesses and aspiring entrepreneurs that create and maintain jobs in our neighborhoods.

The majority of awarded grants are in the $10,000 to $100,000 range.

Click links below to visit other featured Additional Opportunities:

2) Calvin K. Kazanjian Economics Fdn - Economic Ed. (9/15/18)
3) Consort. of Applied Studies in Jewish Ed. - Rsrch Multiple Areas of Jewish Ed. (9/17/28 | $30K)
5) AARP Fdn - Food Security, Soc. Connectedness Prog. (9/28/18)
6) Grayson-Jockey Club Rsrch Fdn - Equine Health Rsrch (10/1/18 | $99K)
7) Univ. of Pennsylvania Katz Cntr for Advanced Judaic Studies - Jewish Life Studies Fellowship (10/1/18 | $60K)
8) Ben & Jerry’s Fdn - Soc. & Env. Justice Proj. (10/15/18 | $25K)
9) Council on Foreign Relations - Int’l Affairs Fellow (10/31/18 | $100K stipend)
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